SKILLS
Chronology
Can I record the dates of World
War One, Armistice and link to
our Remembrance Service?

WORKING TOWARDS
I can list the start and end dates
linked to WW1.
I can explain what Armistice Day
marks and list the date of this.
I can explain why this is always on
the same day, month and time
each year.

Interpreting The Past
Can I discuss why we remember
our fallen and the significance of
this event each year?

Build an overview.
Understand that Remembrance
is part of our culture in Britain
and give examples of other acts
in Britain.
Communicating Historically
Can I write poetry in the style of
a kenning to describe events of a
battle in WWI using evidence
from photos and selecting
appropriate language?
Geography
Can I understand in simple terms
how WWII started and list the
dates linked to it?
Can I locate Germany and Poland
plus first countries which were
Poland’s first allies and further
allied countries?
Can I list some neutral countries?

I can explain the similarities and
differences between Armistice Day,
the end of WW1 and
Remembrance Day plus
Remembrance Sunday.

EXPECTED
I know that Armistice Day is also known as
Remembrance Day and I know when this change
came about and why.

I can research the year of the first Poppy
day and where the raised funds went to.

I know that Remembrance Sunday falls on the
second Sunday in November every year and know
why this day was chosen.
I can research the date when the British
I know the date of this changes each year.
Legion opened its own poppy factory and
why, who makes the poppies and
I know why we celebrate Remembrance Day as a approximate figures made. .
school.
I can explain Why Armistice Day/ Remembrance
I know that the ‘fallen’ from every
Day are celebrated in the way that they are and
conflict are commemorated on
when this dates back to.
Remembrance Day.

I can explain what an armistice is.

I can name King George V as the man who
organised Britain’s first 2 minute silence exactly a
year after WW1 ended and explain why

I can list broad headings associated
with culture

I can explain what is meant by culture and give
examples.

I can write a simple kenning using
appropriate adjectives linked to
aspects within photographs from
WWI.

I can draw on my understanding of synonyms and
use a thesaurus to arrive at quality adjectives to
create a kenning linked to aspects within
photographs from WWI. .

I can list the dates WWII began and
ended and the two countries which
were involved at the start.

I can understand the term allies and allied forces
and can locate additional allied countries
/continents including these: Australia, Canada,
New Zealand, India, Soviet Union, China and USA.
I can name the hemisphere each fall in (link to
Autumn 1)
I understand that Iceland and Sweden (link to
Autumn 1) remained neutral countries (along
with others) and can locate these.

I can explain how Britain became
involved in WWII.
I can locate Germany, Poland,
France And Britain on a world map.

WORKING ABOVE
I can list the dates of WWII and name
other wars involving our soldiers.

I can explain why it is important to
remember the fallen in all conflicts.

I can create a kenning which focuses
upon the soldiers themselves, writing in
the first person to portray what the
experience was like from a physical plus
emotional point of view, tugging on the
readers’ heartstrings.
I can write a short paragraph about how
WWII started from a geographical point
of view OR show this diagrammatically.
I can list the continents each of the
countries listed falls into.
Locate other places our British Armed
Forces have been involved with wars.

SKILLS
Wreath Making
Can I show my understanding
of the origins of the poppy as
a symbol of remembrance?

Can I explain why
remembrance wreaths are
made from the materials they
are and constructed in the
shape that they are?
Can I contribute to the
creation of a class wreath?

Useful Links
The final one is a good link to
the history of the British
Legion’s poppy factory.

WORKING TOWARDS

EXPECTED

I know that the poppy was
chosen to remember those who
died in battle as these were the
flowers that grew on the
battlefields after WWI ended.

I know that the Royal British Legion is a
British charity that provides financial, social
and emotional support to members and
veterans of the British Armed forces, their
families and dependants.

I am familiar with the famous
WWI poem: In Flanders Fields
by John McCrae

I know that the Royal British Legion was
founded on 15th May 1921 and the first
poppies made were constructed from silk.

.

I know that the first artificial poppies were
first sold in Britain in 1921 to raise money for
the Earl Haig Fund (who was the UK’s
Commander in Chief and president of The
British Legion) in support or ex-servicemen
and families of those who died in WWI.

I understand that the poppy is a
symbol to remember those who
have lost their lives in conflicts
around the world.

I understand that that
throughout history, the circular
shape of a wreath symbolises
eternal life for a circle has no
beginning or end.

I know nowadays, the money raised is used
to help servicemen and women who are still
alive, whose lives have been changed in wars
that they have fought in plus those who’ve
lost loved ones because of wars.

WORKING ABOVE
I know that a factory was set up in
1922 in Old Kent Road, London where
disabled former soldiers were
employed to make the poppies and
can suggest why this was and is
important to a wide range of people.
I know that after 3 years it had to
move to bigger premises in Richmond,
London where it lies today and can
explain what this tells us about
people’s opinions about those who’ve
fought in wars.
I can suggest why the factory team of
ex Armed forces workers declined in
number and ‘automation had to take
up the slack.’
I can suggest why the poppy button
inscription was changed from ‘Haig
Fund’ to ‘Poppy Appeal’ in 1994.
I can suggest a link between a
remembrance cross and the Christian
symbol of a cross.

I understand that the evergreen used in
creating wreaths symbolises growth and
eternal life.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/47x2jM702bPLXB4tS3vxJSR/remembrance-day (actual words of a soldier read out)
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/3QvtfQFtpTTXldyV5qgyxS3/armistice-day-resources
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/remembrance-day-presentation-6062883 (PPT)
https://www.poppyfactory.org/about-us/historytimeline/#:~:text=History%20%26%20timeline%20%2D%20The%20Poppy%20Factory&text=The%20Poppy%20Factory%20was%20founded,during%20the%20First%20World%20War.

